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INTRODUCTION

Structured inquiry learning which strongly teacher directed has been practiced as one of the approach in Malaysian science education. However, the current trends show that there is a need to shift to learning approach that offer students to take some responsibility in the direction of learning as it is proven to be successful in increasing students thinking skills and scientific skills. The Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL) is one of student-centered learning that facilitates collaborative and cooperatives learning whereby students are transformed from being passive into active learners aiding to increase their process skills and higher order thinking skills.

MAIN RESULT

Besides that, in line with current development, integrating technology such as using forum and discussion in Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) providing more information sources and better tools for discussion and collaboration in POGIL. Therefore, from a review of published articles, this paper attempts to establish an overview of POGIL, the relevance of POGIL to be implemented in traditional Malaysian science classroom and the use of technology integrated with POGIL.
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